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DOCUMENT #7: Mrs. S. Pellan 
(Demonstrating amazing courage, this letter was sent to 
the chief of the Political Police) 

December 9, 1991 
I send you back your document and because I proclaim 

not having been a victim of any misconduct, it is but obvious 
that I categorically refuse to give in to your demand to sue 
Philip Savage. 

I insist to bring forth some fuller information: 
Although formerly I always had recourse to official 

medicine, since I was told by the doctors themselves that the 
condition of my nephew was hopeless and that he was 
condemned to death (or with a miracle to an artificial 
respirator for the rest of his life), and since I had been 
directly apprised of the true, fantastic, and beneficial results 
of Philip Savage's Practice, I applied for his cares. 

Eight days after I wrote to him, Bernard was saved. After 
that, is there any need to add anything?! 1 

His collaborators always gave me the impression of being 
as honest as Philip Savage himself. Not only did he refuse 
the money I eagerly sent to him, but due to the most 
precarious terminal nature of my nephew's case, without 
even telling me, he decided that my check would not be 
cashed unless Bernard was rescued! 

He constantly refused the money of other patients I know 
and, although he was solicited by innumerable people, he 
also denied himself the right to intervene when he deemed 
that his cares could not be useful. 

Never did Philip Savage give me the impression that he 
could want to replace the doctor. All to the contrary, he 
always proclaimed that his Practice and Medicine were  
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complementary and mutually beneficial for the patient 
himself. 

How can you wish to suppress such a help? 
Why do you not want to let us, suffering people, have this 

type of hope? 
I affirm with the highest possible solemnity that I have 

said only the very Truth. 
S. Pellan 
   

DOCUMENT #5: Mrs. S. Pellan 
(To Philip Savage's Support Committee) 

I applied for the intervention of Philip Savage in 
November of 1990 on behalf of my godson and nephew, B. 
Ferchaud. I will be as specific as possible: 

In October of 1988, Bernard was the victim of a terrible 
agricultural accident  he had been run over by a tractor. 
His cervical vertebrae were broken. He was totally paralyzed, 
but his brain was intact. 

He remained nine months in the hospital and one year in a 
rehabilitation clinic where he was trained to utilize his 
electric wheelchair before being sent back home in July of 
1990. 

However, in October 1990, the health condition of my 
nephew suddenly collapsed: One of his lungs no longer 
functioned and the X-rays documented that his diaphragm 
was paralyzed. His condition then worsened: His blood 
pressure was extremely low and he entered into a deep coma. 



At this very time, I was informed of the existence of the 
Healing Practice of Philip Savage. I wrote to him and sent 
him a photograph of Bernard who, in the next following 
days, was to reach the ultimate hopeless terminal phase. 

Therefore, I, myself, telephoned to one of Philip Savage's 
collaborators and I begged him for Philip Savage 's 
immediate intervention. 

Phil ip Savage, having accepted this "impossible 
rescuing," after his "remote treatment" the healing is 
bewildering and immediate: My nephew instantly came out 
of his coma. New X-ray examinations were immediately 
realized: His diaphragm was functioning again. 

The doctors were so puzzled by such an absolute 
impossibility that they then declared that they must have 
misinterpreted all the former examinations! 

Mme Simone Pellan  

DOCUMENT #6: Mrs. S. Pellan 
(To Philip Savage's Family) 

 
I hope that this letter will help you to overcome the 

unbearable nightmare that you must be living now. I was 
unsuccessful in trying to reach Philip Savage's collaborators 
as I used to do, when I was suddenly apprised by the press 
about what is going on. 

Since November of 1990, Philip Savage was treating my 
nephew who was then paralyzed due to a terrible accident. I 
was utterly upset and revolted when I read the ignominious, 
slandering organized press campaign. 

I can attest to the extraordinary kindness and proficiency 
of his collaborators and that they fulfi lled with perfect 
efficiency their role of "interface" between me and Philip 



Savage. As I claimed vehemently to the press (since I knew 
Philip Savage much better than they did), I also can testify 
that he was constantly refusing the money that I was each 
time insisting to send him for his interventions. 

For all that, I wish to send him once more my total 
gratefulness and to grant him all my faith and confidence. 

What will be the outcome of this terrible machination? 
Will Philip Savage someday be permitted to come back in 
his country for him to help all the people, like me, who need 
him and who have total faith in his Healing-Gift's Powers. 

I was always told that the case of my dear Bernard was 
very important to Philip Savage who, due to the fact that he 
had definitely been condemned to death by the official  
medicine, was spending all his time and all his strength on 
his behalf. 


